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The Hunt For Blackwolf

In High Adventure Sequel

Blackwolf, an action-packed diving adventure by Jon Coon and the sequel to the author’s highly-

acclaimed novel Thief of the Deep, has just been released by Aqua Quest Publications. Called “one of

America’s top writers of modern sea adventure” by best selling author Clive Cussler, Coon continues

the exploits of ex-Navy SEAL Doc Holiday in a tale of deep diving, underwater demolitions and

plundered treasures from the deep.

Hunting for clues to the mysterious disappearance of Blackwolf, a deadly high-tech submarine,

Doc penetrates a sunken tunnel leading into Bermuda’s former British Royal Navy fortress.

Surviving an ambush and entrapment in Blackwolf ’s former lair, Doc picks up enough clues to track

Blackwolf to the Cayman Islands.
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Lurking beneath an ocean crevasse near the edge of the Cayman abyss, Blackwolf waits to launch

an attack of unimaginable horror. Can it be stopped before thousands die? Doc vows to destroy

Blackwolf and her evil crew, led by the old Nazi U-boat captain Hans Behrmann. From the Cayman

Islands to the inner sanctum of the White House, follow Doc as he tries to stay one step ahead of Jack

Morgan, a power broker and advisor to presidents with surprising ties to the Middle East who wants

it all.

In writing Blackwolf   Jon Coon has drawn heavily on his experiences as a navy medic, commercial

oil field diver specializing in underwater demolitions, diving safety and training officer for NASA,

scientific diver, scuba instructor trainer, English teacher and seminary graduate. The author is

currently the southeast regional manager of the Professional Association of Diving Instructors

(PADI), the largest scuba certifying agency in the world.

Blackwolf and Jon Coon's first novel Thief of the Deep are available in dive centers and bookstores

or directly from the publisher: Aqua Quest Publications, Inc., PO Box 700, Locust Valley, NY 11560.

800-933-8989. Fax 516-759-0476. Retail price is $11.95 plus postage and handling.

Praise for Thief of the Deep, Jon Coon’s first novel:

“A great tale with suspense and romance at every turn.”—Clive Cussler, best selling author

“Action is where Thief of the Deep excels, and Coon plunges you into it from the first word.”—Carl

Shreeves, Scuba Times

“...a rattling good yarn.”—Sport Diver Magazine, England
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